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5 Amendment No. 1, supra note 2. The Amex also
states that in the event that it obtains an exemption
from the prospectus delivery requirements in the
future with respect to WEBS or to the other series
of Index Fund Shares listed on the Exchange, the
Exchange will consult with Commission staff and
will file any necessary rule changes. Id.

particular day. Because of the high
volatility of currencies in some Latin
American countries, MSCI continues to
use its own timing and sources for these
markets.

Changes to the Indices
In changing the constituents of the

indices, MSCI attempts to balance
representativeness versus undue
turnover. An index must represent the
current state of an evolving marketplace,
yet minimize turnover, which is costly
as well as inconvenient for managers.

There are two broad categories of
changes to the MSCI Indices. The first
consists of market-driven changes such
as mergers, acquisitions, bankruptcies,
etc. These are announced and
implemented as they occur. The second
category consists of structural changes
to reflect the evolution of a market,
including changes in industry
composition or regulations. In the
emerging markets, index restructurings
generally take place every 12 to 18
months. Structural changes may occur
only on four dates during the year: the
first business days of March, June,
September and December. They are
preannounced at least two weeks in
advance.

Restructuring an index involves a
balancing of additions and deletions. To
maintain continuity and minimize
turnover, MSCI is reluctant to delete
index constituents, and its approach to
additions is correspondingly stringent.
As markets grow because of
privatizations, investor interest, or the
relaxation of regulations, index
additions (with or without
corresponding deletions) may be needed
to bring industry representations up to
the 60% target. Companies are
considered not only with respect to
their broad industry, but also with
respect to their subsector, so as to reflect
if possible a broader range of economic
activity. Beyond industry
representativeness, new constituents are
selected based on the criteria discussed
above, i.e. float, liquidity, cross-
ownership, etc.

In general, new issues are not eligible
for immediate inclusion in the MSCI
Indices because their liquidity remains
unproven. Usually, new issues undergo
a ‘‘seasoning’’ period of one year to 18
months between index restructurings
until a trading pattern and volume are
established. After that time, they are
eligible for inclusion, subject to the
criteria discussed above.

In the emerging markets, however, it
is not uncommon that a large new issue,
usually a privatization, comes to market
and substantially changes the country’s
industry profile. In exceptional

circumstances, where an issue’s size,
visibility and investor interest assure
high liquidity, and where excluding it
would distort the characteristics of the
market, MSCI may decide to include it
immediately in an Index. In other cases,
MSCI may decide not to include a large
new issue even in the normal process of
restructuring, and in spite of substantial
size and liquidity.

MSCI’s primary concern when
considering deletions is the continuity
of the Indices. Of secondary concern are
the turnover costs associated with
deletions. The Indices must represent
the full investment cycle, including bear
as well as bull markets. Out-of-favor
stocks may exhibit declining price,
market capitalization or liquidity, and
yet continue to be good representatives
of their industry.

Companies may be deleted because
they have diversified away from their
industry classification, because the
industry has evolved in a different
direction from the company’s thrust, or
because a better industry representative
exists (either a new issue or an existing
company). In addition, in order not to
exceed the 60% target coverage of
industries and countries, adding new
index companies may entail
corresponding deletions. Usually such
deletions take place within the same
industry, but there are occasional
exceptions.

3. Criteria for Initial and Continued
Listing

Because of the open-end nature of
Funds issuing Index Fund Shares, the
Exchange believes it is necessary to
maintain appropriate flexibility in
connection with the listing of Index
Fund Shares of a particular Fund or
series thereof. In connection with initial
listing, the Exchange will establish a
minimum number of Index Shares
required to be outstanding at the time of
commencement of Exchange trading.
For each series of Index Fund Shares, it
is anticipated that a minimum of the
equivalent of three Creation Units will
be required to be outstanding when
trading begins.

Each series of Index Fund Shares will
be subject to the initial and continued
listing criteria of Rule 1002A(b) which
provides that following the initial
twelve month period following
commencement of Exchange trading of
a series of Index Fund Shares, the
Exchange will consider suspension of
trading in, or removal from listing of,
such series under any of the following
circumstances:

(a) if there are fewer than 50
beneficial holders of the series of Index

Fund Shares for 30 or more consecutive
trading days; or

(b) if the value of the index or
portfolio of securities on which the
series of Index Fund Shares is based is
no longer calculated or available; or

(c) if such other event shall occur or
condition exists which, in the opinion
of the Exchange, makes further dealings
on the Exchange inadvisable.

The Exchange will require the Index
Fund Shares be removed from listing
upon termination of the Fund that
issued such shares.

4. Trading Halts

Prior to commencement of trading in
Index Fund Shares, the Exchange will
issue a circular to members informing
them of Exchange policies regarding
trading halts in such securities. The
circular will make clear that, in addition
to other factors that may be relevant, the
Exchange may consider factors such as
those set for in Rule 918C(b) in
exercising its discretion to halt or
suspend trading. These factors would
include: (1) for Index Fund Shares based
on a domestic stock index, whether
trading has been halted or suspended in
the primary market(s) for any
combination of underlying stocks
accounting for 20% or more of the
applicable current index group value;
(2) for Index Fund Shares based on a
foreign stock index, whether trading has
been halted or suspended market-wide
in the applicable foreign market; or (3)
whether other unusual conditions or
circumstances detrimental to the
maintenance of a fair and orderly
market are present.

5. Terms and Characteristics

Prior to commencement of trading of
a series of Index Fund Shares, the
Exchange will distribute to Exchange
members and member organizations an
Information Circular calling attention to
characteristics of the specific series and
to applicable Exchange rules. The
circular also will inform member
organizations regarding any applicable
requirements for delivery of a
prospectus to investors. The Amex has
stated that any broker-dealer handling
transactions for customers in WEBS will
have an obligation to deliver to such
customers a prospectus regarding WEBS
pursuant to the requirements of the
Securities Act of 1933.5


